Are you interested in a K-12 teaching career in mathematics and science?

We have two programs that provide opportunities to explore the teaching profession as well as financial support for undergrads and credential candidates.

**Credentia al candidates - math or science focus**

**Northcoast Math and Science Initiative**
- Scholarship award of $2000 during credential year to assist with tuition.
- Must be a credential candidate for the Humboldt State University credential program and have a focus in math and/or science.
- Recipients must participate in professional development opportunities aimed to enhance pedagogical teaching practices.
- The primary mission of Northcoast Mathematics and Science Initiative (NMSI) is to enhance the mathematics and science teaching professions through recruitment and training of individuals with strong mathematics and science backgrounds.

**Mathematics teaching focus**

**California Coast Noyce Scholars for Credential Students & Undergrads**
- Up to two years of funding with stipends of $10,000 per year.
- In return, scholars agree to teach two years in a “high needs” school district for each full year of support (75% of schools in California)
- Selected by academic achievement and commitment to teaching mathematics in a high needs school.
- National Science Foundation funding.

**For seniors majoring in math or science teaching**

**Northcoast Math and Science Initiative**
- Major in Biology: Science Teacher Preparation or Mathematics: Education.
- Scholarship award of $500 during senior year.
- Must demonstrate commitment to the teaching profession.

**For undergraduates to explore math or science teaching**

**LSEE Depth of Study Program**
- 9 units in a depth of study for math or science.
- Stipend: $250

**SED 210/410 Study Option**
- Get a chance to check out classrooms in our local schools and see how teachers go about their jobs.
- Satisfy a prerequisite for the credential program.
- Stipend: $100

**CSET Support**
- Must be a graduate or undergraduate enrolled at HSU.
- Working toward credential authorization to teach math or science.
- Stipends to support prep for CSET exams

**Math Tutoring**
- Tutor HSU students in math.
- Earn $10/hr for up to 5 hours/week.

**Natural History Museum Internship**
- Teach local K-12 students hands-on science.
- Earn one unit + $350 stipend for semester.
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